
Answering Biased Questions in Hindi-Urdu 

Recent literature argues that questions and answers share a parallel structure (Merchant 2005, Holmberg 

2015) and that fragment answers are full clausal structures having undergone ellipsis with questions as their 

linguistic antecedent (Holmberg 2015, Gribanova 2017, McCloskey 2017, Saito 2018 etc.). This paper 

examines the answer patterns attested in Hindi-Urdu to negative biased polar questions and argues that 

biased polar questions are best understood as complex speech acts. 

Answers to negative questions in Hindi-Urdu suggest that the polar question has an inherent bias towards 

the negative answer.  For the question in (1) the bias is towards answer (2i). To be able to negate the bias, 

i.e. provide an answer just with positive polarity particle, seems incomplete. The answer in (2ii) requires 

additional material that will act as counterevidence to the presupposed bias in the question. 

(1) Q: kyaa divya-ne kahanii nahi paDhii thii? 

Q divya-ERG story neg read.PST3FSg AUX.PST.3FSg  

‘Didn’t Divya read the story?’ 

 

(2) A: (i) (nahi), nahi paDhii  thii 

  No neg read.PST3FSg AUX.PST.3FSg 

‘No, she didn’t.’ 

(ii) (haan),  paDhii  thi   par bahot pehle 

   yes read.PST3FSg AUX.PST.3FSg but much ago 

   ‘Yes, she did. But ages ago.’ 

(iii) # haan, nahi paDhii thii 

    yes neg read.PST3FSg AUX.PST.3FSg 

     ‘No, she didn’t.’ 

(iv) # nahi, paDhii thii 

     no read.PST3FSg AUX.PST.3FSg 

    ‘Yes, she did. ’ 

Furthermore, it is observed that unmarked answer forms agree in polarity features as can be seen by the 

infelicitous answer forms in (2iii) and (2iv). This leads us to suggest that Hindi-Urdu like English and 

Swedish is a polarity based system (Jones 1998, Holmberg 2015) wherein the polarity particles in the 

answer match with the polarity value of the proposition selected from the focus alternative set of two 

options. The second system of languages is the truth based system wherein if the answer agrees with the 

negative alternative proposition bias inherent in the question the particle in answer would be positive 

polarity particle as is the case in Japanese, i.e. polarity particles in truth based languages convey their 

(dis)agreement with the bias whereas polarity particles in polarity based languages match to the polarity 

value of the answer focus alternative.  

(3) A: (i) nahi, paDhii  to thii 

no read.PST3FSg TOP AUX.PST.3FSg 

‘Yes, she did.’ 

(ii) haan // nahi paDhii thii 

 yes neg read.PST3FSg AUX.PST.3FSg 

 ‘No, she didn’t.’ 

However, it is interesting to note that Hindi is not strictly a polarity based language as can be seen from (3i) 

and (3ii). Certain strategies can be employed for the answer forms to be able to attest to opposing polarities.  

In (3i) the topic marker ‘to’ attaches to the verb giving the interpretation that, that the proposition is an 



obvious alternative and is in fact backgrounded information thereby providing enough support to counteract 

the bias present in the question. In addition, the negative particle undergoes vowel lengthening to emphasize 

the opposition to the bias established by the question. The negative polarity particle in this answer signals 

disagreement with the bias expressed by the question followed by the verbal sequence which establishes 

that the focus alternative selected as an answer has positive polarity. Similarly (3ii) is acceptable as an 

answer to (1) if there is a pause (marked with a //) between the positive polarity particle and the verbal 

sequence. The positive polarity particle in (3ii) signals agreement with the bias expressed and the verbal 

sequence with the negative polarity particle expresses the proposition that marks the alternative selected as 

the answer. These patterns suggest that opposing polarity values are acceptable in answer forms as long as 

the polarity particle agrees with or reverses the proposition expressed by the bias while the verbal sequence 

answers the question of whether or not the proposition questioned occurs, i.e. selects one of the two 

alternatives present to the polar question as an answer. Let us further note that the polarity particles in (2i) 

and (2ii) are optional whereas those in (3i) and (3ii) are obligatory.  

I adopt Roelofsen & Farkas’s (2015) analysis of polarity particles to explain the patterns attested in Hindi-

Urdu. The answer patterns to negative biased polar question clearly distinguish between two functions of 

polarity particles. In (2i) and (2ii) the polarity particles convey absolute polarity features [+] and [-] of the 

proposition expressed. Since the same information is expressed by the verbal sequence, the polarity 

particles themselves are optional. Whereas in (3i) and (3ii) the polarity particles are obligatory as they 

convey relative polarity features, i.e. they convey whether they [agree] or [reverse] the proposition 

expressed in the bias. The polarity value of the verbal sequence then relays new information on which focus 

alternative is the answer to the question. I further argue that the answers form a two-part system, both 

obligatory because biased questions are complex speech acts. They constitute an inherent bias as an 

assertion and further they question the bias and ask the listener to either agree with the bias or disagree with 

enough counterevidence. This is why (2ii) needs addition explanation whereas a simple negative answer as 

in (2i) is sufficient as a focus alternative to a biased question.  

Additional evidence that the question in (1) is a complex speech act comes from two tests exemplified in 

Asher & Reese (2005). They argue with the help of speech act specific discourse markers and intonational 

contours of answer forms that biased questions are different from neutral polar question such that they 

embody a complex speech act. A negative biased question is acceptable with an assertion particle like 

akhirkaar ‘after all’ and a question discourse particle like bataao mujhe ‘tell me’ suggesting that biased 

question have both an assertion and a question component. As expected, a neutral polar question is 

ungrammatical with the assertion discourse particle. Moreover, the answer forms to the biased question in 

(1) has a different intonational contour than the neutral answer to a neutral polar question. The attested 

empirical patterns show that a felicitous answer for a biased question is unacceptable as an answer to a 

neutral polar question and vice verse even though both answers convey essentially the same meaning and 

represent the same focus alternative.  

Concluding, the analysis proposed here that the negative biased polar questions in Hindi-Urdu are complex 

speech acts extends to other biased questions in the language as well. Hindi-Urdu attests to biased polar 

questions formulated with minimizer NPIs like ratti bhar ‘even a little’, weak NPIs like bhii ‘even’, only 

intonational stress on the main verb and intonational stress on the weak NPIs. Answer patterns for these 

different types of questions are similar and they behave exactly the same with the assertion and question 

discourse markers suggesting that biased question all across the language are complex speech acts 

formulated with both an assertion and a question as is clear from the fragment answer patterns attested to 

these questions.  


